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ABSTRAK
Syafriani, Rini, 2018

: The Analysis Of Conflict Between Anne And Marry
As Seen In The Other Boleyn Girl Film By Justin
Chadwick. English Literature Department of Adab
Faculty, Islamic State University Sultan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi

Supervisor I

: Dr. H. M. Yusuf, M. Ed

Supervisor II

: Ulfatmi Azlan,SS. MA

Film The Other Boleyn Girls movie is a 2008 historical film drama directed by
Justin Chadwick. This study discusses the dispute between siblings in The Other
Boleyn Girl. The purpose of this research is (1) To know conflict happened to main
character of assembly in film The Other Boleyn Girl (2) To know how main character
and how (3) To know the effect of conflict happened to main character in The Other
Boleyn Girl Movie.
Researchers use conflict theory and psychological approach to support this
thesis. The research uses qualitative methods, and uses descriptive techniques to
describe and analyze data. This research is through several. First collect all the data
generated from The Other Boleyn Girl movie and sources, such as script, scene,
dialoque, and expression and then content writer issues related to the main character,
depiction and problem solving that is inside in film The Other Boleyn Girl.
The finding of this study indicate the types of conflicts that occur between Anne
and marriage caused by Anne jealousy towards marriage and ambition of Anne who
wants to become the wife of the king. In solving it and marriage, they use the ego and
superego in the settlement and depending on the condition. in this movie there is also
an impact. The impact that occurred on Anne in accordance with what she has done, as
well as Marry
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ABSTRAK

Syafriani, Rini, 2018

: An Analysis Of Conflict Between Anne And Marry
As Seen In The Other Boleyn Girl Film By Justin
Chadwick. English Literature Department of Adab
Faculty, Islamic State University Sultan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi

Supervisor I
Supervisor II

: Dr. H. M. Yusuf, M. Ed
: Ulfatmi Azlan,SS. MA

Film The Other Boleyn Girls adalah film drama historis 2008 yang disutradarai
oleh justin chadwick. Penelitian ini membahas tentang pertikaian antara saudara
sebagaimana terlihat dalam film The Other Boleyn Girl. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah
(1) Untuk mengetahui conflik apa saja yang terjadi pada character utama sebagaimana
terlihat dalam film The Other Boleyn Girl (2) Untuk mengetahui cara character utama
menyelesaikan masalah dan (3) Untuk mengetahui dampak akibat conflik yang terjadi
pada character utama dalam film The Other Boleyn Girl
Peneliti menggunakan teori conflict dan pendekatan psycological approach
untuk mendukung skripsi ini. peneliti menggunakan metode qualitatif, dan
menggunakan teknik deskriptif untuk memaparkan dan menganalisa data. Penelitian ini
melalui beberapa prosedur. pertama mengumpulkan semua data yang diperoleh dari
film The Other Boleyn Girl dan sumber-sumber lainnya, seperti script, adegan, dialog,
dan ekspresi lalu kemudian penulis menganalisis masalah yang berkaitan dengan tokoh
utama, penggambaran dan penyelesaian masalah yang ada di dalam dilm The Other
Boleyn Girl.
Temuan riset ini menunjukkan bahwa adanya jenis-jenis konflik yang terjadi
antara Anne dan Marry yang disebabkan oleh rasa cemburu Anne terhadap Marry dan
ambisi Anne yang ingin menjadi istri raja. Dalam menyelesaikan masalahnya karakter
utama Anne dan Marry, mereka menggunakan ego dan superego dalam penyelesaian
masalahnya dan tergantung kondisinya. Dalam film ini juga terdapat dampak akibat
konflik yang terjadi. Dampak yang terjadi pada Anne sesuai dengan apa yang telah dia
lakukan, begitu juga dengan Marry.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Problem
Every humans need interaction and communication each other. Interaction and
communication are necessary because humans destined to be social and never be
separated from the help of other. Human live as sosial creatures, that is why awared or
not, people tend to live in group with the same goal, that is to improve the welfare of
their own lives.
Communication is a process, it means the event happened with chronology, in
society participacion will be important to do because the process of life needs
communication to get understanding each other. Communication also has function and
purpose. The purpose are to give information, message, and to show of mind or
thinking.3
The function of social communication is important to built concept of self, daily
life, to get happines, and to avoid of harmfull life. the important point of
communication is may for what we say can easier to listen and give understanding by a
person. In literature, any one way to show of communication, the way is create of
literary work.
Every human being is an individual that is different from other individuals. they
have the character, temperament, emotions, thoughts, experiences and feelings that are
different from the others. however, human life can not be separated from other humans.

3

George Yule, The Study of Language, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p. 2.
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human encounter with another human being is always a conflict, whether the conflict
between individuals, groups and members as well as between members of one other.
with difference of thinking, people often experience conflict within her or his inner
conflict as a reaction to social situations in their environment. in other words, man is
always confronted with the problems of life is inseparable from the human soul itself.
soul here include thoughts, knowledge, perception and the soul itself.
Occurrence of an event that occurs in the literature on the figures as stakeholders
or actors groove. through the behavior of the characters featured an author who
describes human life based on the conflicts of the problems it faces, either conflict with
others, conflict with itself, or conflict with yourself.
According to George Yule concludes language is system of sound, words used by
humans to communicate thought and feelings.4 Moreover it means that language is the
system of human expression by means of words. It means that when people
communicate with other, people use language to accomplish some function such as to
cooperate and interaction, people carry out these functions in a social context. Based on
the statements above, it can be concluded that language is need to communicate with
other person, either verbal or nonverbal communication. And tools that community
members as human individuals are thinking, feeling and willing. Thoughts, feelings,
and desires tangible bam otherwise states, and it is a tool to express language.
There are some kinds of literary work such as: film, novel, drama, autobiography,
short story and poetry. Moreover, in creating literary work, an author must care with
some aspect. In this thesis proposal the writer interest to analyze film where there many

4

George Yule, The Study of Language, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p. 3.
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aspects in film such as economy, social, ideology, culture, and psychology. Film also
called communicates information and ideas, and they show us place and ways of life
we might not otherwise know. Amy Villarejo stated that film is structured like a
language and it is telling stories.5Anna Powell said film is inspired product of creative
team and might well stimulate person fantasies.6 It means that film is working
togetherness and series of live picture in a frame where a frame is projected by
projector lens in mechanic so that the live picture will be seen as if it is alive. The film
moves so fast and substituent so it will give a continued visual. Film gives great deal of
pleasure to many people who does not necessarily that they are significant from the
culture and historical evidence.
The writer interesting to take in choosing film in this research for some reasons:
First, the Boleyn inherit once, which tells the story about the two sisters between Anne
of Cleves and Mary Boleyn where they are one family. Second, conflict phenomenon
also appears in the dialogues of film in the conversation between the characters Anne
of Cleves and Mary Boleyn. It can be seen in the pictures and dialogues below:

Picture 17

5

12.

Amy Villarejo, Film Studies the Basic, (New York: Library of Congres, 2007), Third Edition, p.

6

Anna Powell, Deleuze, Altered States and Film, (Edinburgh University Press Ltd, 2007), p.
Imago Zone, Anne Boleyn (Natalie Portman) şi Mary Boleyn (Scarlett Johansson),(accessed
June 10, 2015 at 20.55 pm)
7
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Anne

: You told them, didn't you?

Mary

It was for your own good.
You never would have got away with it.
It would have ruined your prospects forever.

Anne

: For my good?
Well, I'll try to remind myself of that
while I'm in exile.
And you're here in the king's bed
not challenged for our father's affection
that is was for my good and not yours.

Mary

: Anne.8

The picture and dialogues above show that Anne knows her little sister Mary has
slept with the King Henry Tudor and she loves Henry Percy even though she knows
Henry Percy has betrothed with another woman, but she decides to Marry with Henry
Percy and no one knows, at least her sister Mary knows and talks to their parent.
Furthermore, Anne tells the truth to her family and it causes she is sent by her uncle in
France to learn there, until her father forgive her.
Therefore, the writer chooses The Other Boleyn Girl film to investigate conflict
phenomena used by the main characters. Third, The Other Boleyn Girl is a 2008 drama
film directed by Justin Chadwick. The screenplay by Peter Morgan was adapted from
the 2001 novel of the same name by Philippa Gregory.9 It is a romanticized account of

8

Duration: 00:42:29 –00:42:49
Tasha Robinson, “Book vs Film The Other Boleyn Girl”, http://www.avclub.com/article/ bookvs-film-ithe-other-boleyn-girli-223, accessed May 15, 2014 at 15.55 pm
9
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the lives of 16th-century aristocrats Mary Boleyn, one-time mistress of King Henry
VIII, and her sister, Anne, who became the monarch‟s ill-fated second wife, though
much history is distorted.10
The conflict applied in daily conversation of the real life and also in film. It can
be

known

that

conflict

is

a

negative

force

that

everybody

should try to resolve in order to achieve more positive states, such as harmony,
understanding, and peace, in their lives.11 However, a film is built from conflicts
between two sisters.12 Therefore, a study on conflicts in a film becomes an interesting
issue to be discussed. This is not only caused that conflict can be identifying clearer,
but also because of film has its own idealism.
There are some problems that occasionally happen related to conflict between
Anne and Mary as seen in The Other Boleyn Girl film by Justin Chadwick. The conflict
starts when she feels Boleyn blood. She is bowing her head while she met the king
Henry Tudor, because her parent and family tell to her to be respect and be positive
attitude to the king. It can be seen in the dialogues below:
Dialogue 213
Thomas Howard

: May I present my daughter, Anne.

King HenryTubor

: A daughter?
No one said anything of a daughter.14

10

Amanda Elyot, “The Other Boleyn Girl’s story in the Real One”, http://royalaffairs.blog
spot.co.id/2008/03/other-boleyn-girls-story-real-one.html, accessed May 15, 2014 at 16.02 pm
11
Croylen Doffy, Analyzing Conflict, Journal of the society, 2011, p. 2
12
AmienJeanuri,Film, (accessed April 15, 2014 at 15.55 pm)
13
Hotflick,
Oliver Corner,
http://www.hotflick.net/pictures/008BOG_Tiffany_Freisberg_
001.html, (accessed June 10, 2015 at 23.13 pm)
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The dialogues above show that Anne shows her response to the king if she is
interesting to the king, she tries to take King Henry Tudor‟s attentionand she also
seeks to establish a positive relationship between king, family and herself to be respect
each other by doing it she will get respect from the king, because she is interested to the
king.
Mary takes care of King Henry Tudor after he fell from the horse, it causes the
King Henry Tudor asks Mary to come in queen‟s household, because the King Henry
Tudor desires Mary. In queen‟s household the King Henry Tudor asks her to make in
love at night and Anne tries to prepare her little sister to make in love, but Anne gives a
hoping on Mary mind to refuses the King Henry Tudor‟s want to. It can be seen in the
picture and dialogue below:

Picture 315

Anne

: Try to please him. If you can.16

The picture and dialogue above show that Anne disagree with her little sister
Mary making in love with the King Henry Tudor because she knows Mary has a
14

Duration: 00:16:58–>00:17:04
Tabola, The Other Boleyn Girl,(accessed June 10, 2015 at 20.55 pm)
16
Duration: 00:31:28:495 –00:31:31,658
15
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husband, it causes Anne speaks to Mary if Mary will never be satisfied the King Henry
Tudor and make Mary does not believe on herself in front of the King and the conflicts
start in the first time. Finally, based on the reasons above, the writer will analyze this
thesis proposal entitle “An Analysis of Conflict Between Anne and Mary as Seen in
The Other Boleyn Girl Film by Justin Chadwick”.
1.2 Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background of the problems above, the writer makes the
formulations of the problems are arranged as follows:
1. What are kinds of conflicts faced by the main characters in The Other Boleyn
Girl film by Justin Chadwick?
2. How do the main characters solve their conflicts?
3. What are the impacts of the conflicts to the main characters in The Other Boleyn
Girl film by Justin Chadwick?
1.3 Limitation of the Problem
To make this research focus, the writer limited the analysis only on the conflict in
film. This research is focus on conflict between Mary and Anne in The Other Boleyn
Girl film by Justin Chadwick which released in 2007
1.4 Purpose of the Research
Based on limitation of problem above, the purpose of this research is
1. To know kinds of conflicts are faced by the main characters in The Other Boleyn
Girl film by Justin Chadwick.
2. To know the ways the main characters solve their conflicts.

20

3. To know the impact of the main conflicts to the main characters in The Other
Boleyn Girl film by Justin Chadwick.
1.5 Significant of the Research
The writer hopes that this research can be additional information and knowledge
to the writer because this is the important requirement to get undergraduate, beside that
the writer also hope this study could be added as the knowledge for student in ADAB
and especially to the student of English Literature Department who want to analyze this
film as references.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Conflict Theory
The origin of the „conflict‟ in our society. Early in this chapter we have defined
definition of conflict. Many theoreticians have expressed their views on the origin of
the word conflict at different levels. Conflict is generally considered as a tendency to
perform two or more incompatible. responses at the same time, resulting in emotional,
mental and physical levels. The incompatible action may originate within individuals or
between, two or more individuals or within two groups or more groups. Kenneth
Boulding says, “Conflict exists when any potential positions of two behaviour units are
mutually incompatible”17.
The nature of conflict can be understood in terms of how the problems are
defined. In general conflicts between opposing parties are differences of opinion and
interest. Each conflict has its own peculiarities, their qualities are different.
The word “conflict” comes from the Latin word conflictus, which means
collision or clash. Definition conflict also depends on the concept one has of the nature
of conflict as something that takes place in society and between people. For example,
conflict is commonly understood as:
a. a form of opposition between parties;
b. an absence of agreement between parties;
c. a way to solve social contradictions;
17

Kenneth Boulding., Conflict and Defense: A General Theory. Harper and Row Publishers, New York
(1963) p. 4.
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d. a natural process in human social interaction.18
However, the recent general trend has been to consider conflict as something
normal, an everyday social phenomenon, and a simple and natural characteristic of
human social systems. Society by its very nature, as human beings .
In analyzing a literature we should understand about the story, which has relation
to the value in this analyzed.19 Related to this analysis, some authors have tried to
provide the theory that is concerned writer uses conflict theory with pscyhological
approach.
That theory has relation to this analyze word by word. It also helps the writer in
making a deep and sharp analysis and more focuses. Karl Max‟s conflict theory is
related to the analysis word itself, in this research writer chooses conflict theory
because, writer want discuss about the conflicts are faced by the main characters Anne
Boleyn and Mary Boleyn in The Other Boleyn Girl film by Justin Chadwick by using
psychological approach.
Conflict is a pervasive element in society. There is a possibility that it could
occur at any time in society. It can occur between persons, group, organizations and
nations. The word „Conflict‟ has many meanings in every day life. In a broad sense the
term „conflict‟ includes disagreements, debates, disputes and active efforts to prevent
someone from what he wants to secure. The term conflict, Roderick Ogley simply
defines as “incompatibility in the aim, goals or interests of two or more individuals,

18

Lukin Yu. F., Management of the Conflicts(Triksta, Moscow, 2007), p. 102 (original in Russian).
19

Jonathan Culler, Literary Theory A Very Shot Introduction, New York: Oxford university Press,
1997, p. 1.
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groups or other units20.” Some thinkers define conflict as a state of mutual antagonism
or hostility between two or more parties.
Generally conflict is a problem that appears when there are two different opinion.
In our daily lives, we sometimes will have a conflict and we are in demand to solve it.
Most people resolve their conflicts with mediation of other people. According to Sang
Ayu Made Dewi Krisnawati “conflict probably has become the biggest issues in this
country, inside the government. Society, family and many more”. 21Conflict is good and
necessary because conflict can stimulate innovative thinking when it is managed in the
right way. Lacking conflict, thoughts and actions are performed because they are
habitual. Conflict allows an examination of the necessity of these thoughts and actions.
The third assumption points out that people find it easier to live with unresolved
misunderstanding than facing the fact that fundamental differences do exist, they
demand recognition and appropriate management.
In longer stories, there could be several conflicts. Conflict adds excitement and
suspense to a story. The conflict usually becomes clear to the beginning of a story. As
the plot unfolds, the reader starts to wonder what will happen next and how the
characters will handle the situation. Many readers enjoy trying to predict the final
outcome. The excitement usually builds to a high point, or climax. The climax is the
turning point of the story. Something has happened to resolve the conflict. From the
explanation above it can take conclusion that conflict mostly is caused by the different
opinions, limited skills, unfulfilled desires, dissactisfaction and frustration. And also
20

Roderick Ogley., ConflictTheory, edi. by Lester Kurtz, Encyclopedia of violence, Peace and Conflict vol. 1,
Academic Press, London (1999) p.402.
21

Dewi Krisnawati, Conflict Of The Main Character In Film Of The Curious Case Of Benjamin
Button, E-Jurnal Humanis, Fakultas Sastra dan Budaya Unud, 14(3), 2016, p. 82.
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conflict is one of the important elements of film. Without conflict, the story will be flat
and will be less interesting. And also from the conflict people can learn about life and it
will grow their maturity when she or he can solve the conflict.
As in this research the main conflict in this film is about the struggle of Boleyn
family to get the throne Anne and Mary. From the Boleyn Uncle Norfolk who wants to
get good position in Kingdom, and Anna Boleyn ambitions to get throne pursue her to
have a son for the next generation of King even though by using forbidden ways. Based
on this situation, the researcher will analyze about the conflict of the characters in that
film.
2.2

Kinds of Conflict
According to Ida Bagus Gede Agung states that there are two types of conflicts

and they are external and internal conflict.22
1. External Conflict
External conflict is a form of fight, argument disagreement, or simply
opposition in which two side are present. Conflict is stated this way woman vs. woman,
woman vs. nature, woman vs. society.23 An external conflict is shown through actions
(fight, argument, and physical struggle), character traits (good and bad characters),
dialogue, description or just forces an external conflict. Character may face several
types of outsides forces such as character vs. Character, This type of conflict occurs
when a character struggles against other characters in the story.

22

Ida Bagus Gede Agung, “The Analysis of Conflict In The Movie Script Avatar by: James
Cameron”, Journal of English Department, Faculty of Letters Udayana University, 2013, p. 2.
23
Dwi Yunita Sar, “A Study On The Main Character‟s Internal And External Conflicts In
Extremely Loud And Incredibly Close Movie”, Skripsi: Study Program Of English Department Of
Languages And Literature Faculty Of Cultural Studies Universitas Brawijaya, 2013, p. 22.
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2. Internal Conflict
Interpersonal conflict is struggle that takes place in the character‟s mind,
because of the dual desires or different wishes and choices. For example: a character
may have to decide between right and wrong or between two solutions to a problem.
Sometimes, a character must deal with his or her own mixed feelings or emotions.The
beliefs, emotions, and desires of a character all factor into internal conflicts. Usually,
the character finds them selves conflicted between at least two goals.24
From explanation above, it can be concluded that external conflict External
conflict is a struggle that takes place between the main character and some outside
forces and Internal conflict is a struggle within a character in which debates occur in
their own mind about what to do or think. The writer will use this theory to find out
kinds of conflicts are faced by the main characters in The Other Boleyn Girl film by
Justin Chadwick.
2.3

Psychologycal Approach
Psychology is the study of human and animal behavior with the object of

understanding why living beings behave as they do. It is a study of all human affairs,
mind, situation and condition also behavior and action deal with human dially activity.
Psychology‟s most famous figure is also of the most influential and controversial
thinkers of the twentieth century. Sigmen Freud‟s work and theories helps shape our
views of childhood, personality, memory, sexuality, and therapy. Psychology is the
scientific study of mind and behavior.25
24

Sang Ayu Made Dewi Krisnawati, “Conflict Of The Main Character In Film Of The Curious
Case Of Benjamin Button”, E-Jurnal Humanis, Fakultas Sastra dan Budaya Unud, 2016, p. 81.
25
John A. Bargh and Ezequiel Morsella, The Unconsious Mind,(Association for Psychological
Science, 2008), p. 73
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Psychology can be an approach to study character behavior, this focus of
functionalism is on how behavior works to help in their environment. Through and
action because psychology is consentrate on those aspect of the psychic that have to do
with learning, it is process of sence perception, thinking, learning, unconscious of
personality when they interact with the environment.
The psychoanaliytic approach focuses on the importance of the unconscious mind
(not the conscious mind) in other words, psychoanaliytic is the view that emphasizes
the unconscious aspects of mind, conflict between biogical instincts and society‟s
demand and early childhood experiences. This prespective dictates that behavior is
determind by their past experiences that are left in the unconscious mind (people are
unaware of them). This perspective is still based on Freud‟s psychoanalytic perspective
about early experience being so influential on current behavior, but the focus on sex is
not as great, it means that psychoanaliytic approach is an approach that focuses more
on the unconscious mind in people.
It is employing some theories in personality. Generally psychology by Freud by
has tree kinds or parts of psychology. There are id, ego and superego.26
1. Id: a basic, intrinsic force which express itself either as Eros, the love instinct(with
an energy referred to as the „libido‟), or as Than a tos, the destructive or death
instinct.27
Its mean ID is the source of all our aggressions and desires. It is lawless,
asocial and amoral. It is function is to gratify our instincts for pleasure without regard.28
26

WilfrendElguerin et al. Handbook of Critical Approaches to Literature fifth edition. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2005, p. 156-157
27
Anonim.Psychoanaliytic Approach. [Online] http://www.guidance-research. org/EG/LLL/
theories/ psychoanaliytic/, (accessed February 10, 2014 at 11.55 am)
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2. Ego: this part of the personality tries to keep a balance and sits between instinctive
forces of the superego and the id.
Ego is unconscious: the ego is what we think of the conscious mind
3. Superego: a basic, instinctive force which is a drive towards the individual‟s ideal
self. This super conscientiousness is as extreme as the id.
Freud stated that in Nyoman Kuta Ratna‟s book;
“Teori kepribadian menurut Freud pada umumnya dibagi menjadi tiga yaitu: id,
ego dan superego. Id adalah dorongan-dorongan primitive yang harus
dipuaskan. Id dengan demikian adalah subjektif primer, dunia batin sebelum
individu mempunyai pengalaman tentang dunia luar. Ego bertugas untuk
mengontrol Id. Sedangkan superego berisi kata hati.”29
From the writer above it can be concluded that definition about id, ego and
superego. Id is a component that contains the personality, where the system work with
the principles of fun “pleasure principle”. Ego is the personality who served as
executor, where the system work on the outside world to asses and deal with reality or
“secondary process” to work as mediator from id or to set the stimulus of id so does not
violate the values superego. Superego is the last system of personality then the
development of social contact or moral personality from the human because it is a filter
of good bad sensor, completely wrong, can not something be done by thrusting ego.
Finally, id, ego and superego have the same work in reality in human life. Id was
born when we are still baby. Ego can grow when a person three years old, ego work to
be controller the instincts and superego like morality law in our self.
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Sigmaund Freud divides the using of psychoanaliytic approach to literature into
four object, they are:30
1. The author
The theory is used to analyze the author and his or her life, and the literary work
is seen to supply evidence for this analysis. This is often call
“psychobiography”.
2. The character
The theory is used to analyze one or more of the character; the psychological
theory becomes a tool to explain the character‟s behavior of motivation. The
more closely the theory seems to apply to the characters, the more realistic the
work appears.
3. The text
The theory is used to analyze the role of language and symbolism in the work
4. The audience
The theory is used to explain the appeal of the work for those who read it; the
work is seen to embody universal human psychological process and
motivations, to which the readers respond more or less unconsciously.
In this research the writer chooses on the characters on the film, this approach to
reveal the psychological dimension inside of the characters including their behavior,
psychology, social, environment, motivation, role and conflict.
2.4 Review of Related Research
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In this thesis proposal, there are researchers that have been found by the writer
who have discussed about The Other Boleyn Girl film they are.
Firstly, the student of Muhammadiyah Surakarta University named Id a Bagus
Gede Agung by thesis entitled “The Analysis of Conflict In The film Script Avatar by:
James Cameron”,31this research discussed about kinds of conflicts are faced by the
characters in Avatar fiction film and how do the characters solve their conflicts. The
results showed that Avatar film had so many conflicts in the story. The psychological
aspect of the character and their background seriously influenced the act that they did.
The protagonist had the different background or vision from the antagonist making the
conflicts unavoidable. Jake Sully as the main character and protagonist in Avatar film
was a human being but he didn‟t have same visions or objection as the human in
Pandora. He chose to be Omaticayan because of his termination to protect the nature of
Pandora. Quaritch as the antagonist was the soldier who liked to destroy everything that
obeyed his rules.
Jake Sully as the main character in Avatar film more often practiced internal,
relational and external conflict (Reaske,1966). The conflicts practiced by Jake Sully
were influenced the plot development in the story. Jake Sully mostly practiced the
relational and external conflicts so he could face the other character in the movie. If the
conflicts which occurred in the story couldn‟t be resolved, the plot wouldn‟t be
developed. Jake Sully and the other character resolved their problem by plot
management styles such as competitive, collaborative, compromising, accommodating
31
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and avoiding (Thomas and Kilmann, 1970). In this movie, the characters resolved their
problem using competitive, compromising and avoiding. Finally, the plot in Avatar was
successfully developed from the exposition to denouement. The process was very
complicated and influenced by the conflict practiced by the character. The plot stages
were exposition, complication, climax, conclusion and denouement (Freytag, 1895).
The development process from exposition to complication was influenced by the
internal conflict from Jake Sully that fell in love with Neytiri (exposition) and external
conflict between human forces in their first invasion versus Jake Sully who disagreed
with that invasion (complication).
Secondly, the student of Muhammadiyah Surakarta University named Amelia
Septiarisa by thesis entitled “The Controversy of Anne Boleyn Character As Potrayed
in the Other Boleyn Girl Movie,”32this research discussed about feminism tells about
women movement and she wants to find out the controversy portrayed in Anne Boleyn
character in the movie. This phenomenon shows in a film The Other Boleyn Girl which
tells about an ordinary woman named Anne Boleyn who has an ambition to become the
queen of England and she reaches her dream use controversial way. Here, the
researcher also uses mise-en-scene to help gives more illustration related to the
struggles that portraits in Anne Boleyn. Mise-en-scene help and give more impression
from setting, costume, lighting or the expression of the actors and actresses.
The results showed that woman struggle starts from feeling underestimated and
controlled by others, especially men. However the film The Other Boleyn Girl, shows
that women in Henry Tudor era cannot make a movement or shows a struggle to
32
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change their fate. The action of Anne Boleyn character creates controversy at that time.
Anne Boleyn‟s struggles to shows the others that she as a woman can do something,
woman can make everything possible. Anne Boleyn‟s controversial act also broke
assumption that woman is a weak person and was born to be men‟s follower.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH

3.1 Design of Research
In writing this thesis proposal, the writer uses descriptive qualitative method and
descriptive research that is suitable with the aim of this research. Qualitative research
may be in descriptive form. The data were collected in the form of words as a
descriptive explanation than a number. The result of the research contained quotation
from the data to illustrate and substantive the presentation. Descriptive research is a
research which aims to describe a phenomenon accurately based on the characteristic of
research.33 In this research, the writer will use qualitative research, where the data are
analyzed through interpreting, not statistic analysis. Nyoman Kutha Ratna stated that:
“Metode kualitatif memberikan perhatian terhadap data alamiah, data dalam
hubungannya dengan konteks keberadaanya. Cara-cara inilah yang mendorong
metode kualitatif dianggap sebagai multi metode sebab penelitian pada gilirannya
melibatkan sejumlah besar gejala sosial yang relevan. Dalam penelitian karya
sastra, misalnya, akan dilibatkan pengarang, lingkungan social di mana
pengarang berada, termasuk unsur-unsur kebudayaan.”34
Based on the quotation above, the qualitative research can be used in this
research due to the qualitative method did not only involves the intrinsic aspect in
literary work. But, it can be related with the extrinsic aspect in the literary itself. So,
that is why, the qualitative method also can be said as multi method. Because, the
relating of the intrinsic aspect and extrinsic aspect in the literary itself. Descriptive is:
33
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“Data yang dikumpulkan berupa kata-kata, gambar dan bukan angka-angka, hal itu
disebabkan oleh penerapan metode kualitatif.”35
Qualitative research in research procedures which produce descriptive data as
spoken words of the person or behavior being researched. Moh Nazir stated that
“Metode deskriptif adalah ini bertujuan untuk membuat deskripsi, gambaran atau
lukisan secara sistematis, factual dan akurat mengenai fakta-fakta, sifat-sifat serta
hubungan antar fenomena yang diselidiki”36.It makes easy the research to get the right
data. It means that qualitative method is analyzing about descriptive data are used
documentation in this research, by using this qualitative method, the writer felt easy to
analyze the film.
Based on those statements, it can be concluded that qualitative research is
analyzing about descriptive data that is collected is in the form of the situation of the
natural object. Where descriptive data such as writer or spoken, by using qualitative
research the writer will get the answer about the question in analyzing the conflicts in
The Other Boleyn Girl film by Justin Chadwick.
3.2 Sources of Data
Primary data were the main data directly related to the discussion of the thesis
proposal. In this research the writer takes the primary data from The Other Boleyn Girl
film, a film which was directed by Justin Chadwick August in 2007, with the duration
115.22 minutes. The writer uses the script, dialogues and picture on screen.
35
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3.3 Technique of Data Collection
In an effort to get the data and fact, in this research the writer uses qualitative
research, the techniques in qualitative research. The writer uses documentation and
Sugiyono stated that “Dokumen merupakan catatan peristiwa yang sudah berlalu dan
dokumen ialah setiap bahan tertulis, film ataupun dari record yang dipersiapkan
karena adanya permintaan seorang penyidik”.37 It means that in qualitative research,
the writer uses some documents that have correlation or support the problem of the
research, because this research is descriptive that is why the writer describes and
analyzes the data that has been found in The Other Boleyn Girl film to answer of the
problems that has been formulated in the formulation of the problem.
The writer has some steps in collecting the data, in order to make this research
more specific. The steps in collecting data:

a. Collecting the data, taking of theses and other sources. watch repeatedly to show
this kind of problem
b. Reading the data repeatedly, after getting all important sources, the writer reads it
to make sure that the data are correlating with the research.
c. Marking on the words or sentences and all the important statements and
information, as well as afterwards, making a note of data. After reading the
sources carefully, the writer marks any important statements to make the writer
easier in the analyzing process for the research.
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d. Identifying and classifying the data, after finding all the data completely, the
writer processes the data to analyze them. Finally, the writer makes a good
arrangement for the thesis proposal itself as the last in finalizing research.
3.4 Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyzes the data. In qualitative research,
technique analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the problem in analysis
data, the writer used a technique of data analysis. The writer has several techniques
from the data analysis, in order to make this research more specific. According to
Susan Stain back, “Data analysis is critical to the qualitative research process. It is to
recognition, study, and understanding of interrelationship and concept in your data
that hypotheses and assertions can be developed and ecaluated”.38 Nyoman Kutha
Ratna stated that “Sesuai dengan namanya analisis isi terutama berhubungan dengan
isi komunikasi baik secara verbal maupun non verbal…39 In line with this statement,
the writer uses the method. According to Nyoman Kutha Ratna:
“Isi dalam metode analisi terdiri dari atas dua macam, yaitu isi laten dan isi
komunikasi. Isi laten adalah isi yang terkandung dalam dokumen dan naskah,
sedangkan isi komunikasi adalah pesan yang terkandung sebagai komunikasi
yang terjadi. Isi laten adalah isi sebagaimana dimasudkan oleh penulis,
sedangkan isi komunikasi adalah sebagaimana terwujud dalam hubungan naskah
dengan konsumen.”40
In this research, the writer uses technique descriptive analysis because this
research is descriptive. It was way the writer describes, analyzes the data that has been
found in the script The Other Boleyn Girl film to find the answer the formulation of the
problems that have been formulated.
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The writer has some steps in analyzing the data, in order to make this research
more specific. The steps are:
a. Identifying
The writer identifies the data and finds the conflicts are faced by the characters
Anne Boleyn and Mary Boleyn in The Other Boleyn Girl film by Justin
Chadwick and the way they solve the conflicts and also the impact from the
conflicts.
b. Classifying the data
The writer classifies the text event teaching which has correlated with the source
and combined in The Other Boleyn Girl film.
c. Analyzing, describing, explaining
The writer analyzes, describes and explains the data about the main character
Anne Boleyn and Mary Boleyn The Other Boleyn Girl film.
d. Making the conclusion
After all the data have been analyzed, described and explained in the research, the
writer will makethe conclusion of the research.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS
A.

Finding
This chapter discusses search and discussion of data. In the findings data the

researchers will classify dialogue that has a prior identity and there is a conflict there.
In the Findings data together with the two factors that are the main factors of the
conflict itself. After that, the dialog classifies the dialogue and then interprets the
dialogue. Researchers will discuss using three factors that are the main factors of the
conflict itself.
The data finding explains the types of conflicts found in the film, how the main
character solves the problem and there is an impact on the main character. This analysis
focuses on the conflict of disputes between Anna and Marry in the movie "The Other
Boleyn Girl". As long as the researchers watched the film to classify the dialogue,
researchers found 18 data in The Other Boleyn Girl movie. Having data to be analyzed,
There are 10 data about the types of conflicts in the main characters, 3 data for the main
characters solve the problem and 5 data conflict impacts that occur in the main
characters.
B. Analysis
4.4 Kinds of conflicts are faced by the main characters in The Other Boleyn Girl
film by Justin Chadwick
The writer found the kinds of conflict faced by the main characters in this film.
The first conflict internal and the second conflict external. In this study, researchers
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found the answer the kinds of conflict faced by the main characters in this film. The
researchers used the conflict theory and psychological approach to analyze the problem
in The Other Boleyn Girl movie. The writer described kinds of conflict are faced by the
main characters in The Other Boleyn Girls based on theory of Abrams. Here the
explanation and answer from the research question, as follow. The types of conflict in
this film as follows :
4.4.1

Conflict Internal
Conflict Internal are human-induced conflicts, based on feelings of joy,

happiness and disappointment. All humans must be in conflict. A personal inner
conflict, known as inner conflict. The kinds of conflicts are faced by the main
characters in The Other Boleyn Girl movie by Justin Chadwick, among others :
d. Anne’s hate to Marry
Anne was very happy when the king came to her village, she tried to make the
king Marvel at him, but with Anne attitude that is self-sufficient and like does not need
the help of men, it makes him miss the opportunity to approach the king. It can be seen
from the following dialogue:
Dialogue I
Marry

: please don't be angry with me.
You think i desire to go
For this purpose?

Anne

: All i know is that a man
That didn't know who you were...
was with you in that room
For half an hour...
and came out besotted.
39

I don't know what you said or did.
Marry

: Nothing, sister.
Except sing your praises
And talk about my husband.

Anne

: Really? Well, you must show me
How you did that some time.41

It can be seen from the conversation Anne and Marry, the soft-hearted marry,
finally made the king impressed on him. And the king chose Marry to accompany
him. Anne became hateful to Mary. She thought her sister had taken her future
husband. She did not care when she tried to argue with that. This is the beginning of
conflik Anne against Marry, the mis understanding between Anne and Marry. And
explains that the coincidence is indeed the king wants a woman who is as quiet and
submissive as she is. Unlike a cheerful and self-contained Anne, and as such does not
require male help. Anne who made the beginning of the conflik she did against
Marry, Anne's anger which was her own fault. Marry who just obeyed what he was
told to make Anne hate him. Even though Marry does not want it, he has to keep the
king's orders.
e.

Anne Jealousy to Marry
After Marry to choose to accompany the king, Marry was summoned to the

palace and met the queen, The king prefers Marry to his gentle attitude to the
independent Anne. Anne felt angry and jealous with Marry's attitude that could get the
king's attention so quickly. And The Queen felt that Marry could endanger his position
because of the quiet and soft Marry attitude, It can be seen from the following dialogue:
41
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Dialogue II
The Queen

: Tell me.
What special talent is it
that you have...
apart from your
obvious youth and beauty?

Marry

: I...

The Queen

: Poetry, perhaps?

Marry

: No.

The Queen

: Or dressmaking?

Marry

: No.

The Queen

: Singing then, surely?

Marry

: No, Your Majesty.

The Queen

: Come, you're too modest.
Sing for us.

Marry

: Really, I beg you.

The Queen

: Sing.42

As seen from the conversation between Marry and Queen, Marry is always
humble, gentle and reserved, thus making the Queen anxious. Anne standing beside her
was jealous that she was not the one chosen to entertain the king, but her brother
Marry, this conflik that made her very unhappy with Marry, the jealousy felt by Anne.
Although he felt jealous of Marry, he did not want to be defeated by his brother, he
instead tried to approach a nobleman named Henry Percy.
In the palace now Mary is a mistress of king Henry, ready to accompany the
king whenever asked, while Anne is just "The Other Boleyn Girl". This is the jealousy
42
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The picture above show that Anne is engaged to Henry Percy. Anne secretly
married and slept with henry percy because feel jealous with Marry who can sleep with
the king without any ban from his father. Then the engagement then caused great anger
for father and uncle Anne. Engagement and marriage in the kingdom is a political
issue, it has nothing to do with love.
After Anne married to the Henry Percy , the marriage was also known by his
brother George and George told Marry, Marry also reported the actions of his brother
Anne to his father. Anne's father and uncle were angry and then Anne exiled to France
by his father and uncle. She is accused her of reporting the engagement which made her
hate his brother more and more. She is felt jealous of Marry. The conflict between
Anne and Marry continues until Anne returns to her home, because the jealousy that
Anne has for Marry will never go away. It can be seen in the picture and dialogues :
Dialogue IV
Anne

: you told them, didn't you?

Mary

it was for your own good.
you never would have got away with it.
it would have ruined your prospects forever.

Anne

: for my good?
well, i'll try to remind myself of that
while i'm in exile.
and you're here in the king's bed
not challenged for our father's affection
that is was for my good and not yours.
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Mary

: Anne.44

The picture and dialogues above show that Anne knows her little sister Marry
has slept with the king Henry Tudor and she loves Henry Percy even though she knows
Henry Percy, he has betrothed with another woman, but she decides to Marry with
Henry Percy and no one knows, at least her sister Marry knows and talks to their
parent. Furthermore, Anne tells the truth to her family and it causes she is sent by her
uncle in France to learn there, until her father forgive her.
f.

Anne's betrayal of Marry
After Anne who was exiled to France, Anne also has a personal mission to win

the heart of the king of Henry sometime in the future. Anne who wants to get the king's
heart is a betrayal that she will do to her sister Marry. Because he feels Marry has
betrayed her who took the king from her. Then Anne was summoned back to England
to lure the King during Mary's birth. It can be seen in the dialogues :

Dialogue V
The King

: No, Anne. Yours was the only face
I saw in the crowd that day.

Anne

: And what I wouldn't give
to go back to that day, my lord.
Have my chance again.
But it's too late.
And I would never betray my sister.
Now I beg you, leave me.

44
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This is too difficult to bear.
The King

: You see?
The same pain as mine.
Proof you feel the same way.

Anne

: Perhaps, but since it can never
come to...

The King

: No, let me decide that.
Allow me hope.45

Based on the dialogue above that, it explained the situation about Anne who
continues to take the king's attention. Anne uses all her charms to lure the king and not
just to get rid of Marry, but also to shift queen Katherine from the throne of the
empress. After Anne managed to return to the kingdom and carry out his mission, a
betrayal made Anne very angry Marry, because Marry has fallen in love with the king.
It can be seen in the dialogues :

Dialogue VI
Marry

: why did you come, anne,
if all you desire is to torment me?

Anne

: perhaps now you know how it feels
to be deceived by your sister.

Marry

: I did nothing.

Anne

: you stole the king away.
and then you betrayed me

45
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over henry percy
Marry

: if that's what you think,
tell yourself that.

Anne

: I did, sister. Every day
and every night i was in exile.46

Based on the dialogue above that, it explained the situation about that Anne
wants to take the king from Marry, because Anne feels that Marry betrayed her. She
who was sent to french because of the mistakes of his brother Marry. Anne saw the bad
Marry situation so that Anne with her young won the king's heart from Marry. The
conflicts experienced by the jealousy and treachery experienced between Anne and
Marry make them hate each other.
When Anne was summoned back to England to lure the king during her Mary's
birth. What happens Henry actually really smitten with Anne, which became more
beautiful and smart after studying in france. Henry even forgets Mary and really falling
in love with Anne. It can be seen in the dialogues :

Dialogue VII
Father marry

: your grace.
a son.

The King

: a son.

anne

: very well, my lord.
you may have hope.

the king
46
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: my lord.47

Marry

Based on the dialoge above that, it explained the situation about king Henry
prefer Anne from Marry who gave birth to a boy. Anne succeeds in getting the king
captivated by her and makes Marry feel betrayed by the love she has awakened.
4.4.2 Conflict Exsternal
External Conflict is a conflict that occurs between a person and someone,
someone with nature and someone with society. There are some external conflicts in
The Other Boleyn Girl movies such as :
a.

The King and Anne’s wedding
After Anne succeeds in winning the king's heart, Anne marries the king, and the

king has broken the country for her. This is an external conflict that occurs in Anne,
because of his selfishness towards Marry to get the king. It can be seen the dialogue
below :
Dialogue VIII
king

: damn you!
I have torn this country apart
for you!

anne

: for which you should thank me,
not be angry.
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King

: Broken with rome.

Anne

: A Freed yourself from the decadence
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Anne

: they're calling me a witch.

Bodyguard

: it will all pass
when they see how he adores you.
: adores me?49

Anne

It can be seen from the dialogue above, Anne became the talk of the people,
because of his ambition to approach the king and expel the queen from his position to
achieve his desire to become a queen.
b.

Planning incest relationships
After experiencing a miscarriage Anne trying to find a way out so that she can get

pregnant again and get a boy, It can be seen from the dialogue below :
Dialogue X
Marry
Anne
Marry
Anne
Marry
Anne
Marry

: Stop it. Anne, it's madness.
: No, don't you see?
You're my only hope.
: I can't listen, it's monstrous.
: Mary.
: No. Come, George.
: George, please?
My life depends on it.
: May God have mercy on you both.50

This includes the external conflik that occurred, from the conversation above,
seen Anne is using superegonya. When Anne wants to do incest, Anne uses her
superego in making decisions. She does not think about what conflicts will occur when
she makes the decision to incest.

49
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Next by accident George‟s wife see what will Anne and George do, Jane Parker
also reported them. Jane Parker is looking at what Anne and George will do, the conflic
faced by Anne makes a lot of people hurt, like Marry who does not believe what his
two siblings and Jane Parker will not think that Anne and George can do In the bonds
of the brother. This is one of the external conflicts faced by Anne against others and the
world for his actions.
4.5

The ways of the main characters solve their conflicts
The main characters in this film The Other Boleyn Girl are Anne and Marry, in

the conflict between Anne and Marry. Incompatibility between them resulted in
conflict, and the author uses psychological aproach to answer the question of how the
main character solves the problem.
4.5.1

Anne uses ego when she seizes the king from Marry

Anne thinks Marry has betrayed her, so Anne is very angry with Marry and makes
Anne think to betray her by seizing the king from her. Her family angry with Anne ,
because Anne to make like her. It can be seen in picture and dialogues:
Dialogue XI
Uncle

: Not a single detail was left to chance.
In the moment of our greatest glory...

Anne

: Glory? What glory?
A mistress gave a man a bastard.
No more.

Uncle

: A male bastard. A son.

Anne

: The queen may yet
50

give birth to a son.
Uncle

: The queen no longer bleeds.

Anne

: Can you be sure?

Uncle

: One of her physicians.
The moment this family
provides a son...
he turns his back on it
on your account.
You better have a plan,
and that plan had better work.

Anne

: Or what, uncle?51

It can be seen from the dialogues above that Anne. It means that Anne used
superego then solve a conflict to Marry who has betrayed her. ego process to take
revenge on Marry, come to go by motivation from id. From the picture, Anne tries to
give hope to the king, so that the king will leave the Marry, finally, She succeeded in
making the king leave the Marry with the hope that he gave to the king
Anne used superego when expelling Marry from the kingdom to return to his
village, marry was used superego to return to his village and live with his son. Come to
go by motivation from id.
4.5.2

Anne used ego when getting baby boy
Having managed to Marry the king, not only limited to the conflict that faced

Anne and Marry. It can be seen from the dialogue below :
Dialogue XIII
51
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George : I can't. I'm so sorry.
I just can't. I just...
Anne

: I'm so sorry.
I'll tell the king in the morning.
Let's pray he takes pity on me.52

From the dialogue above, Anne uses id to do incest, Anne wants to do an incest
Without thinking of George's feelings, Without knowing what George feel. But Anne
uses her ego and Anne can not impose his brother George. Eventually, Anne and
George did not engage in the incest, Anne did not have the heart to see a George who
felt he could not do the incest.

4.5.3

Marry used superego to make peace with Anne
Marry who has been betrayed by Anne his brother, still willing to help to solve

the problem anne, Marry who use superego to help Anne. Marry who would lie to the
king to help Anne. It can be seen the dialogue :
Dialogue XII
Anne

: I want to thank you
for what you did today.
I am forever in your debt.

Marry

: You owe me nothing.
I did it as a peace offering
between us...
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so we may finally draw a line
beneath everything.
Anne

: Well, then let it be exactly that.
A new start between us,
here at court.

Marry

: Thank you,
but I must return to the country.53

It can be seen the dialog, Marry who has helped Anne, make Anne want to
make peace with Marry, this Marry way to solve her problem with Anne, Marry who
want to help Anne to be reconciled with Anne. And Anne also tried to persuade Marry
to stay at the palace to assist her in the face of Queen Katherine.

The impacts of the conflicts to the main characters in The Other Boleyn Girl

4.6

film by Justin Chadwick
a. The impacts to Anne
1. George was executed because of Anne’s
Because desperate Anne break the law by marrying Henry Percy one of the royal
nobility. And the news was delivered by Marry to his father, which resulted in Anne
will be sent to France to change her. Anna was annoyed with Marry, because Marry
married to the king and not in trouble by his father, Anne felt his father more loving
Marry
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Because of her jealousy and heartache for Marry, Anne uses all her charms to get
rid of Mary, but also shifts the Katherine queen from the throne of the empress. Henry
was later persuaded to annul his marriage with Katherine on the grounds that the
marriage was illegal because Katherine had previously married the deceased brother of
King Henry.
Long story short Anne managed to get rid of Katherine and married to Henry and
crowned as queen of England. The removal of queen Katherine resulted in tremendous
effects ranging from the anger of the people, the english experiencing excommunicate
of the pope, to the threat of being attacked by the Spanish. The peak of the incident is
in the law of Pom Thomas more, lord chancellor who is one of the closest people
Henry himself, for refusing the Anne's coronation
Occupying the throne of the queen of England did not make Anne quiet because
as the previous queen, Anne position would not be safe without the presence of the
crown prince. Anne then gets depressed when she becomes pregnant and turns out
"just" to give birth to a girl. Anne is frustrated even involved incest scandal (romance
with blood relatives) with George
Anne forced her sister to have a relationship so that Anne could get pregnant
again and get a son. But eventually the scandal was caught and reported to Henry by
Jane Parker, wife of George who is a malicious man too. Incest is a deed that is deeply
denounced by the church and what Anne does is betrayal of the king. After being
judged in advertently the court kept punishment beheaded for Anne and George. It can
be seen the picture below :
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Picture III

It can be seen from the picture above, this is the effect of conflict which is
experienced by Anne to Marry, jealousy Anne to Marry, anger and betrayal of Anne to
Marry which make George bear consequences. An innocent George was victimized by
what Anne had done to her own sister.
Mary who came from the village late to save George from the beheading but
still had time to persuade Henry to cancel the punishment against Anne. It can be Seen
from the dialogue :
Dialogue XIV
Marry

: I beg you.
Spare my sister.
I understand she has offended you.
You wish to replace her as queen.
But must she die?
The King : She has been tried
and found guilty.
Marry : You could send her away.
No one would know.54
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From the dialogue above shows that Anne persuaded Marry to Marry talk to the
king to forgive her. Mary's persuasion did not work, it was also the impact of the
conflict between Anne and Marry.
2. Anne was executed
The punishment of Anne became the tragic end of the film, Anne did not think
about the impact it would have on herself. At the time of wanting to get a boy, until
finally Anne feel the impact that happened to herself. It can be Seen from the picture
below :
Picture IV

From the picture above shows that Marry did not succeed in persuading the king
to forgive Anne. This conflict impact must be accepted by Anne to what has been done
between her and Marry, jealousy, and the plan of his vengeful desire to Marry even
make her in death law.
b. The impact to conflik for Marry
1. Marry was expelled from the palace by the King
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Meanwhile, the impact faced by Marry, Marry at expelled from the palace,
because the love affection of the king against her, he was not punished also because
of the actions of his brother Anne. It can be seen from the dialogue below :
Dialogue XV
The King

: Mary, you risked your life coming to court..and
were only spared because of my respect, and
affection for you.You are advised not to do so
again.You will not be shown the same clemency
a second time.May God bless you..and my son.55

From the dialogue in the letter received by Marry, the king forgive marry
for what he did to Anne, because the king's love for Marry, the king did not punish
her, but the king drove her out of the palace, and was no longer allowed to appear
before him, Marry was married to William Stafford, a "regular", and lived in the
countryside. Marry left the palace with her son and daughter Anne.
Seen from the picture, Marry left the palace due to the actions of his brother
Anne. Marry has tried to explain her misconception of the king to Anne, but Anne does
not listen to Marry's explanation.
2. Marry live happily with William Stafford and her two children
Lots of conflics that Marry has faced. But never make Marry change, still be a
good and Marry still want to keep Anne child, It can be seen from picture below :
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Picture V

From the dialogueson the picture above, Marry is very happy with her current
life. The impact of conflict that happened to Marry, make Marry finally return to the
village and live happily with William and his two children. Hate never marry inside
him, he is happy with william and his two children. He spent the rest of his life with
them and not only that, the girl who was born by Anne who ruled England. The king of
Henry feared no successor, Henry also left his heir to rule England for 45 years, not the
man who was born Marry but the red-haired girl was born Anne.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 CONCLUSION
After the analyzing the data, the writer made some conclusion as bellow :
1. There were 2 kinds of conflict faced by the main characters in The Other Boleyn
Girl film by Justin Chadwick. These were 1) Conflict Internal and 2) Conflict
External. Conflict Internal is devided into 3 kinds, they were (a). Anne‟s hate to
Marry (b). Anne Jealousy to Marry (c). Anne's betrayal of Marry. Conflict
External is devided into 2 kinds, they were (a). The King and Anne‟s wedding (b).
Planning incest relationships

. This conflict occurs because of anne

misunderstanding of marriage, anne who feel married has managed to seize the
prospective husband and Marry only follow what his father and his uncle ruled.
2. After the conflict occurred, when Anne overcome the problem, She uses ego when
seizes the king from Marry, She did not think about how the condition of Marry at
that time and Anne used ego when getting baby boy. She managed to control her
desire not to do the incest, here he uses his ego behind the id also played a role.
Marry also managed to overcome the problem by using the superego to be
reconciled with Anne
3.

The impact of the conflicts to the main characters in the other boleyn girl film by
Justin Chadwick. The impact of the conflict for Anne, Anne could be punished
for what she had done, initially wanting to avenge Marry's betrayal, because of
her temper and wanting revenge against marry, she gets the death penalty for her
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ambition and self-cheating. And the impact of the conflict for Marry, Marry
receives the consequences of Anne's betrayal, marry is free from the king's
sentence, and sent back to his village. Although she felt sad when she returned to
his village, but eventually She accepted and tried a new life again with William
Staford and Marry live happily in the village with his son and son Anne.
5.2 SUGGESTION
The writer suggest to the reader or the next reseacrher An Analysis Of Conflict
Between Anne And Marry As Seen In The Other Boleyn Girl Film By Justin Chadwick
is very interesting film to watch, Because there are many conflicts between Anne and
Marry and the impact that resulted in the death of one of the main characters, here the
absence of discussing the main character, but also the social life that can be taken from
the film. This film contained many messages that can be taken.
The writer hope this thesis would give contribution and knowledge for junior of
English Literature Departmen, especially about creativity to make literary work. The
writer also hopes that the next researches would be better analysis then this research for
the future.
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Synopsis
Thomas Boleyn (Mark Rylance) is a father of 3 children. Anne Boleyn (Natalie
Portman) who likes to seek challenges, Mary Boleyn (Scarlett Johannson) quiet and
conforming and George Boleyn (Jim Sturgress). He and his three children, living with
his wife Elizabeth (Kristin Scott Thomas) in a village. Thomas has a sister-in-law
named Thomas Howard, a noble who holds a devious Duke of Norfolk and is very
eager to become a rich nobleman. Finally, Mary is proposed by William Carey
(Benedict Cumberbatch), a wealthy merchant's son. Her marriage was done lively and
Mary loved the man very much.
Meanwhile, in the palace, the Queen Katherine of Aragon (Ana Torrent)
suffering from stress because it can not provide a male heir as heir to the kingdom. The
last child born of same-sex male, but unfortunately died .. King Henry VIII (Eric
Bana), is very angry and frustrated because of it. He's been waiting too long for the
presence of a son as an heir to his kingdom. As a result, the relationship between the
King and the Queen began to deteriorate. Duke of Norfolk saw this as an opportunity to
achieve their dreams. He assumed that the king would soon seek solace by taking a
mistress. Then he instigated the brother-in-law, began poised to thrust his eldest
unmarried daughter, Anne as one of the king's mistress candidate. The goal was to
make her degrees to grow and increase their wealth. His father agreed, and persuaded
Anne to want to try, before other noble families realized. Initially she did not agree, but
his father persuaded by half the force. So that their family can be rich and rising status.
Thomas also managed to force his wife agree to his plan, to organize a party at their
house with the intention to lure the attention of the king to the beautiful Anne. His wife
at first did not agree, because for inviting the king would need to cost a very large
party, but Thomas still forced. Supported by Thomas Howard.
Finally, the king came to visit to fulfill the Boleyn family party invitation.
Complete with a large army of soldiers accompanist. The whole family was getting
ready to greet her. And Thomas also introduced Anne, but ignored Mary, because she
was married. Her mother could only look sad to see their daughter treated like a
dagangan by her father.The next day, the king held a hunt. Anne also went with her
own horse riding. The king looked at him in surprise. Because such a thing is not
unusual during that period. But it turned out that the hunt brought disaster. The king
was wounded, while trying to help Anne. Anne is very good at hunting. So Anne
survived and the King was wounded. As a result, the King's pride was deeply hurt.
Thomas Howard then instigated his brother-in-law to thrust Mary out, for fear the King
had hated Anne because of the incident. So Mary was asked to care for the king's
wounds. Shy and uncomfortable, Mary accepted. Because actually he was a wife's
status. And as it turns out, the king is more fascinated to Mary and asks her to work as
a lady in the palace. Everyone understood that it meant he wanted to take Mary as a
concubine. While her husband was assigned as the king's advisory council. William
agreed with a heavy heart for being forced by the Norfolk Duke, and did not budge
anyway Mary persuaded him to refuse the offer. Mary requested that Anne be sent.
But, his father insisted that he also go to the palace.
While Anne herself hates Mary. She thought her sister had taken her future
husband. She did not care when Mary tried to argue with that. And explains that
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coincidence does the king want a woman who is as quiet and submissive as she is.
Unlike Anne who is jovial and independent, and as such does not need the help of a
man. Eventually Mary and Anne were sent to work in the palace and work as ladies
queen. A conscious queen accepts their arrival. And soon realized that the king wanted
Mary to be his mistress. And he did not like it, but did not think of Mary as a threat.
Because of his quiet and innocent nature. In the palace, William pretended to close his
eyes and did not know that his wife was sleeping with the king. He himself felt that the
palace
atmosphere
was
not
fun
for
him.
As soon as his father and uncle believed that the king had been fascinated with Mary,
they began to prepare him as a substitute for the empress. Slowly, Mary also began to
enjoy her relationship with the king. And do not care about her husband anymore. And
William was assigned to a place far from the palace.
Meanwhile, out of desperation Anne marries quietly with Henry Percy (Oliver
Coleman), a noble who has been engaged to Mary Talbot (Tiffany Freisberg). With the
aim, so that he can gain status as a noble wife. Mary told this to her father. Her father
and uncle were very angry. The marriage was considered invalid and sent Anne to
France for exile. And Anne hates Mary for leaking this news to their father. Eventually
Mary showed signs of pregnancy. The king happily passed this news to Thomas
Boleyn. As a gift, their family got a status increase, his father earned the title of Earl,
his brother got the Viscount title and they were given a palace. His father decided that
George would be mated with Jane Parker (Juno Temple), who was still a close relative
of the king. This is to further solidify their position in the palace. George refused
because he did not love her but eventually forced to obey the will of his father.
Apparently Mary's womb is weak, the child she was carrying almost died. So to avoid
that, the palace physician decided that he should be stuck and could not sleep with the
king. This unsettled his uncle, given Henry's character that likes to change women.
They are looking for ways to keep the king's attention from being distracted to other
women. With that, Thomas Boleyn asked Anne to return from France, according to
Lord Norfolk's advice. Anne was assigned to entertain the king while keeping her
attention pouring out to Mary, as she stood to take care of her womb. Anne saw this as
an opportunity for her, to take over the position of her sister In France, Anne has
learned how to be a handsome noble lady to attract men's attention. An independent
woman who knows how to make a man flatter and at the same time able to understand
the politics and intrigue of the palace. His change of attitude has made the king forgave
his deeds and received them back in the palace. Marry anxious for the arrival of anne
back to the palace. marry feels that anne will take the king. anne kept trying to seduce
the king. anne also managed to capture the king of marry, anne make the king prefer
anne than marry who had given birth to a son.Marry was sent to the village with his
son. Suddenly, the king receives a letter from Mary Talbot containing the divorce,
because her husband, Henry Percy is known to have slept with Anne Boleyn, before
marrying her. The king was very angry. He does not want to meet anyone from the
Boleyn family, except for Mary who he really believes. Anne was trying to persuade
Mary to lie in her case, and to deny it. Mary was willing. Anne is very grateful. But
Mary says that she only does that as a peace offer with her sister. And Anne requested
that Mary return to live in the palace. Anne and Henry were married, and Anne was
appointed queen. But he can not bear a son too. Her first child, Elizabeth. By then, the
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King had begun to lose his attention to her and approached another woman, Jane
Seymour (Corinne Galloway). She's trying to get pregnant again. But this time, Anne
suffered a miscarriage. Because of her fear, Anne asks her brother George to sleep with
her so she can get pregnant again, before the king knows about her miscarriage.
Mary was so shocked and disappointed at Anne's wish that she finally decided
to leave the palace that night. While praying for God to forgive the great sin that his
brother and sister would commit. Without their knowledge, Jane Parker saw Anne and
George alone in bed. Although nothing really happened, because George was unable to
meet Anne's wishes. But, Jane who felt abandoned by George and complained to the
king of this action. The king was very furious and requested that Anne be immediately
tried on charges of incest. His uncle Lord Norfolk was one of the nobles who declared
Anne guilty and sentenced to death. George gets the punishment first, following then
Anne. Although Mary came to the King, to plead that her sister be released, but the
king did not grant it. Anne was still beheaded, and Mary was expelled from the palace.
He is not allowed to come, if he comes, then he will be punished as well. After the
beheading, Mary took Anne's daughter, Elizabeth, away from the palace. Sir Thomas
Boleyn died of embarrassment and saddened two of his children were killed by
beheading. While his uncle, Lord Norfolk, was imprisoned. History records, three
offspring, children and grandchildren, died beheaded for treason. Mary Boleyn
remarried to William Stattford and chose to stay in the village, raising her son and
daughter Anne, Elizabeth. It was Elizabeth who would then rule England for 45 years.
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1

Marry : please don't be angry with me.
You think i desire to go
For this purpose?
Anne : All i know is that a man
That didn't know who you were...
was with you in that room
For half an hour...
and came out besotted.
I don't know what you said or did.
Marry : Nothing, sister.
Except sing your praises
And talk about my husband.
Anne : Really? Well, you must show me
40
How you did that some time.P

2

The Queen
: Tell me.
What special talent is it
that you have...
apart from your
obvious youth and beauty?
Marry
: I...
The Queen
: Poetry, perhaps?
Marry
: No.
The Queen
: Or dressmaking?
Marry
: No.
The Queen
: Singing then, surely?
Marry
: No, Your Majesty.
The Queen
: Come, you're too modest.
Sing for us.
Marry
: Really, I beg you.
41
The Queen
: Sing.P

3

Anne
: shall i walk with you?
Marry : no need.
42
Anne : try to please him. If you canP

4

Anne : you told them, didn't you?
Mary : it was for your own good.
you never would have got away with it.
it would have ruined your prospects forever.
Anne : for my good?
well, i'll try to remind myself of that

Kinds of Conflicts
are faced by the
main
charactersin The
Other Boleyn
Girl film by
Justin Chadwick
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5

6

7

while i'm in exile.
and you're here in the king's bed
not challenged for our father's affection
that is was for my good and not yours.
43
Mary : Anne.P
The King : No, Anne. Yours was the only face
I saw in the crowd that day.
Anne
: And what I wouldn't give
to go back to that day, my lord.
Have my chance again.
But it's too late.
And I would never betray my sister.
Now I beg you, leave me.
This is too difficult to bear.
The King : You see?
The same pain as mine.
Proof you feel the same way.
Anne
: Perhaps, but since it can never
come to...
The King : No, let me decide that.
Allow me hope
Marry : why did you come, anne,
if all you desire is to torment me?
Anne
: perhaps now you know how it feels
to be deceived by your sister.
Marry : I did nothing.
Anne
: you stole the king away.
and then you betrayed me
over henry percy
Marry : if that's what you think,
tell yourself that.
Anne
: I did, sister. Every day
and every night i was in exile.
Father Marry
: your grace.
a son.
The King
: a son.
Anne
: very well, my lord.
you may have hope.
The King
: my one true love.
Marry
: my lord.
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8

King
: damn you!
I have torn this country apart
for you!
Anne
: for which you should thank me,
not be angry.
King
: Broken with rome.
Anne
: A Freed yourself from the decadence
Of a corrupt church.
King
: I've got rid of a good woman
In the queen.

9

Community : witch! Witch! Witch!
Anne
: They're calling me a witch.
Bodyguard
: It will all pass
when they see how he adore you.
Anne
: Adores me?

10

Marry : Stop it. Anne, it's madness.
Anne
: No, don't you see?
You're my only hope.
Marry : I can't listen, it's monstrous.
Anne
: Mary.
Marry : No. Come, George.
Anne
: George, please?
My life depends on it.
Marry : May God have mercy on you both.

11

Uncle : Not a single detail was left to chance.
In the moment of our greatest glory...
Anne
: Glory? What glory?
A mistress gave a man a bastard.
No more.
Uncle : A male bastard. A son.
Anne
: The queen may yet
give birth to a son.
Uncle : The queen no longer bleeds.
Anne
: Can you be sure?
Uncle : One of her physicians.
The moment this family
provides a son...
he turns his back on it
on your account.
You better have a plan,
and that plan had better work.
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Anne

12

George : I can't. I'm so sorry.
I just can't. I just...
Anne
: I'm so sorry.
I'll tell the king in the morning.
Let's pray he takes pity on me

13

Anne
: I want to thank you
for what you did today.
I am forever in your debt.
Marry : You owe me nothing.
I did it as a peace offering
between us...
so we may finally draw a line
beneath everything.
Anne
: Well, then let it be exactly that.
A new start between us,
here at court.
Marry : Thank you,
but I must return to the country
Marry : I beg you.
Spare my sister.
I understand she has offended you.
You wish to replace her as queen.
But must she die?
The King
: She has been tried
and found guilty.
Marry : You could send her away.
No one would know.

14
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: Or what, uncle?
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15

The King : Mary, you risked your life
coming to court.and
were only spared because of my respect, and
affection for you.You are advised not to do so
again.You will not be shown the same clemency
a second time.May God bless you..and my son.
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Duration 01:41:22

P

42

Duration 01:48:25

P

44

Duration 01:51:05

P

45
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